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Abstract. Role-based access control (RBAC) has been regarded as one of the most
popular access-control mechanisms for meeting organizational requirements, and it pro-
vides various security policies such as mutually exclusive constraints and cardinality con-
straints. Role-engineering technology is an effective method to discover optimal roles and
construct RBAC systems. However, the role-mining scales are large, and the mining
results lack interpretability. Conventional role-engineering methods do not consider the
mutually exclusive constraints and cardinality constraints simultaneously. To address
these issues, this paper proposes a novel role-engineering method. First, to reduce the
mining scale, we convert the role mining problem into a clustering problem, adopt four
tuples of clusters to generate user clusters, and reconstruct the original access control
matrix. Second, to discover optimal roles, we implement role mining with the mutually
exclusive constraints, and utilize the separation-of-duty constraint and the method of
permissions covering in order to ensure the soundness and completeness of the mining
process. Third, to further verify whether the permission-to-role cardinality constraints
can be satisfied, we propose an optimization algorithm to construct an optimized RBAC
system, and evaluate its performance using synthetic and real-world datasets. The exper-
imental results demonstrate that the proposed method not only alleviates the management
burdens, but also ensures the security and integrity of the system.
Keywords: Role engineering, Role mining, Role optimization, Mutually exclusive per-
missions constraints, Permission-to-role cardinality constraints

1. Introduction. With the rapid development and comprehensive application of net-
work information technology, a large amount of information storages and exchanges are
required in large-scale and complex information-management systems [1]. An increasing
number of enterprises and organizations have adopted role-based access control (RBAC)
as their main access-control mechanism over the last three decades, as it makes security
administration more flexible and manageable [2-7]. With the successful implementation
of RBAC systems, devising an accurate and effective set of roles and constructing a good
RBAC system, which can satisfy actual application requirements, have become critical
tasks. The bottom-up role-engineering technology [8-12] aims to migrate from non-RBAC
systems to RBAC systems. It starts from the original user-permission assignments and
aggregates them into roles by applying data mining techniques, which is also known as
role mining and has gained considerable attention in recent years.
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Actually, role mining is the task of clustering users with identical or similar permissions
and constructing different roles with these permissions [13]. Roles containing several iden-
tical permissions are frequently assigned to users. Frequently usable roles can facilitate
the management and maintenance of the system and decompose the set of users into
clusters of users with different attribute properties [14]. To reduce the mining scales, it
is indeed necessary to cluster users with the same attribute properties. However, due
to the diversity of the attribute properties of entities and the variability of accesses, the
mining scales are large and the management burdens of systems are very heavy using
conventional role-mining methods.
A key characteristic of RBAC is that it allows the specification and enforcement of var-

ious types of security policies [15,16], such as mutually exclusive constraints, cardinality
constraints and separation-of-duty constraints, which can reflect the security requirements
of organizations and ensure the security of RBAC systems. Specifically, there are four dif-
ferent types of cardinality constraints: user-to-role, permission-to-role, role-to-permission,
and role-to-user cardinality constraints, which limit the maximum number of roles relat-
ed to users or to permissions, the maximum number of permissions a role can have, or
the maximum number of users to which a role can be assigned [17]. For example, the
general-manager role in a company must be assigned to only one person; ordinary users
should not have too many roles, and otherwise there is the possibility for users to abuse
their privileges. Another important constraint that is usually used in actual application
environments is the mutually exclusive constraint. There are two kinds of such constraints
[18]: mutually exclusive roles constraints, and mutually exclusive permissions constraints,
which restrict the role memberships assigned to a single user, and the permission mem-
berships assigned to a single role, respectively. For example, the account-manager and
financial-auditor roles cannot be assigned to the same person; the deposit and withdrawal
operations in a bank cannot be assigned to the same role. In the approaches for construc-
tion of role engineering, however, most existing methods do not consider the mutually
exclusive constraints and cardinality constraints simultaneously, and the mining results
lack interpretability.
To address the above issues, this paper proposes a novel method called role-engineering

optimization with mutually exclusive permissions constraints and permission-to-role car-
dinality constraints (REO MEPC&PRCC). In summary, the main contributions of this
work are as follows.

1) To reduce the mining scales and satisfy the given mutually exclusive permissions con-
straints, we adopt the clustering technique with the four tuples of clusters to generate
user clusters and reconstruct the original access matrix, and then implement the con-
strained role mining to derive optimal roles.

2) To further verify whether the permission-to-role cardinality constraints can be satisfied,
we present the definition of the role-engineering optimization problem, propose an
optimization algorithm, and construct an optimized RBAC system.

3) The separation-of-duty constraint is a critical security policy. We utilize the permission-
oriented separation-of-duty constraint in order to ensure the soundness of the deploy-
ment of the constraints. Further, to make sure the mining results cover all the permis-
sions while ensuring the integrity of the mining process, we propose an algorithm to
dynamically adjust the unvisited permissions.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the related
work and present the necessary preliminaries. Section 3 proposes a novel research method
that includes three aspects: preprocessing, constrained role mining, and role-engineering
optimization. We present the theoretical analyses and running examples in Section 4,
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and show the experimental evaluations in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper and
discusses future work.

2. Related Work and Preliminaries.

2.1. Methods of role engineering. To discover interesting roles from existing permis-
sion assignments, two algorithms called the Complete Miner and Fast Miner were pro-
posed [13]. Both the two algorithms use subset enumeration and allow overlapping roles.
While the first algorithm enumerates all potential roles, its computational complexity is
exponential. The second algorithm improves the mining process, and its computational
complexity is remarkably reduced. Vaidya et al. [19] converted the role mining into a
matrix decomposition problem and presented a definition for the basic role mining prob-
lem (basic RMP). The basic RMP has been proven to be NP -complete, for which several
existing studies have already been done to find efficient solutions. In order to avoid an
abuse of privileges, Blundo and Cimato [20] proposed a heuristic capable of returning a
complete set of roles, thereby satisfying the same cardinality constraint as above. John et
al. proposed two alternative approaches for restricting the number of roles assigned to a
user: role priority-based approach (RPA) and the coverage of permissions-based approach
(CPA). The RPA prioritizes roles based on the number of permissions and assigns optimal
roles to users, according to the priority order. The CPA chooses roles by iteratively picking
the role with the largest number of permissions that are yet uncovered and then ensures
that no user is assigned more than a given number of roles [21]. In order to limit the
maximum number of users or permissions related to a role, Ma et al. [22] proposed a role
mining algorithm to generate roles based on permission cardinality constraints and user
cardinality constraints. In order to simultaneously limit the maximum number of roles
assigned to a user and a related permission, Harika et al. proposed two role-optimization
methods: post processing and concurrent processing. In the first method, roles are initial-
ly mined without taking the constraints into account. The user-role and role-permission
assignments are then checked for constraint violation in the optimization process and ap-
propriately re-assigned, if necessary [23]. The concurrent processing method implements
the optimization with double constraints during the process of role mining. In addi-
tion to these methods for satisfying cardinality constraints, Sarana et al. [24] proposed
three role-optimization methods, including separation-of-duty constraints either during,
or after the mining process. In order to satisfy separation-of-duty constraints and en-
sure authorization security, we proposed a method called role-mining optimization with
separation-of-duty constraints and security detection for authorizations [25].

Two main limitations are apparent in the existing studies. The first limitation is that
the role-mining scales are very large, and the management burdens of systems are very
heavy. The second limitation is that, most conventional role-engineering methods do not
consider the mutually exclusive constraints and cardinality constraints simultaneously. If
the number of permissions assigned to some role exceeds particular value, or the number
of roles related to some permission exceeds another particular value, then there is the
possibility of abuse of privileges, and the system is not secure. Hence, we propose a novel
role-engineering method, in order to alleviate the management burdens while satisfying
the mutually exclusive constraints and cardinality constraints. We also demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed method using synthetic and real-world datasets.

2.2. Preliminaries. Before actually proposing our novel method, we present some pre-
liminaries that are discussed in this work, which include the basic components of role
engineering, basic RMP problem and its Fast Miner method, mutually exclusive con-
straints, separation-of-duties constraints, and cardinality constraints.
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2.2.1. Basic components of role engineering. According to the NIST standard of RBAC,
conventional role engineering consists of the following basic components:

1) U , P and R are the basic elements of RBAC, which represent the sets of users, per-
missions and roles, respectively;

2) UPA ⊆ U × P represents a many-to-many mapping relationship of user-permission
assignments;

3) URA ⊆ U × R represents a many-to-many mapping relationship of user-role assign-
ments;

4) RPA ⊆ R × P represents a many-to-many mapping relationship of role-permission
assignments;

5) user perms(u) = {p|∃p ∈ P,∃r ∈ R : ((u, r) ∈ URA) ∧ ((r, p) ∈ RPA)}, which
represents the set of permissions assigned to user u;

6) role perms(r) = {p|∃p ∈ P : (r, p) ∈ RPA}, which represents the set of permissions
assigned to role r;

7) perm roles(p) = {r|∃r ∈ R : (r, p) ∈ RPA}, which represents the roles associated with
permission p.

2.2.2. The basic RMP problem and Fast Miner method. The basic RMP [19] can be for-
mally represented below: {

min |R|
URA⊗ RPA = UPA

(1)

For convenience, the UPA, URA, and RPA are used to represent their respective as-
signment relationships, as well as the corresponding matrices. The Fast Miner method
[13] mainly consists of the following steps:

1) According to the hash mapping rule, a given access control matrix is converted into
the user-permission assignments relationship;

2) To reduce the size of the original data set, different users who have the same permis-
sions in the permission assignments are grouped together, and an initial set of roles is
generated;

3) All the potentially interesting roles are identified by implementing intersections be-
tween any pair of the initial roles, and an initial RBAC system is constructed.

2.2.3. Mutually exclusive permissions constraints (MEPC). The t-m MEPC [18] states
that, given m permissions p1, p2, . . . , pm, no role is allowed to have t or more of these m
permissions. It is expressed as mepc < {p1, p2, . . . , pm}, t >, where m and t are integers
such that 2 ≤ t ≤ m, which can be formalized as follows:

∀r ∈ R : |{p1, p2, . . . , pm} ∩ role perms(r)| < t (2)

2.2.4. Permission-oriented separation-of-duty constraints (PSOD). The k-n PSOD [18]
states that, given a task consisting of n different permissions p1, p2, . . . , pn, at least k
roles are required together to have all these n permissions, in order to perform this
task. Any (k − 1) roles cannot have all these permissions. It is expressed as psod <
{p1, p2, . . . , pn}, k >, where each pi is a permission, and n and k are integers such that
2 ≤ k ≤ n. It can be formalized as follows:

∀(r1, r2, . . . , rk−1) ∈ R : {p1, p2, . . . , pn} ̸⊂
k−1∪
i=1

role perms(ri) (3)
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2.2.5. Permission-to-role cardinality constraints (PRCC). The PRCC [17] conveys that,
for the given set P of permissions, set R of roles, and threshold MRCpermission, the number
of roles to which any permission can be assigned should not exceed MRCpermission. This
can be formalized as follows:

∀p ∈ P : |perms roles(p) ∩R| ≤ MRC permission (4)

In addition, there are another three cardinality constraints in RBAC, which are not
discussed in this work.

3. Proposed Method. In this section, we propose a novel research method named as
REO MEPC&PRCC, which includes three aspects: 1) preprocessing for generation of user
clusters, 2) constrained role mining with the MEPC, and 3) role-engineering optimization
with the PRCC. Specifically, to reduce the mining scale, we define a four tuple using
the clustering technique to represent and store access control information, and generate
user clusters. Subsequently, we implement role mining using the mutually exclusive per-
missions constraints, and construct optimal roles. Last, to further satisfy the constraint
requirements and enhance the interpretation of the mining results, we implement role-
engineering optimization using the permission-to-role cardinality constraints. An overall
view of the proposed framework is presented as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Overview of the proposed role-engineering optimization framework

3.1. Preprocessing for generation of user clusters. According to the Fast Miner
method, different users with the same permissions are grouped together, which can be
regarded as a user group. To reduce the mining scale, we represent the groups as different
user clusters, and adopt four tuples to store them as well as other properties. This is easy
to implement, and we present its definition as follows.

Definition 3.1. (Four tuples of user clusters) Represent the users having the same per-
missions, as well as their properties, which is denoted as a four-tuple form < c, user
perms(c), count users(c), count unvistedperms(c) >, where c is a user cluster, user per-
ms(c) is the permission set associated with c, count users(c) is the number of users in-
cluded in c, and count unvistedperms(c) is the number of permissions unvisted recently in
c. Obviously, count unvistedperms(c) is equal to the value of |user perms(c)| before role
mining.
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Algorithm 1. Generation of user clusters.
Input: original data set D =< U,P >
Output: four tuples of clusters
1. Create and initialize Init Roles = Φ, C = Φ;
2. for each u in U do
3. if perm roles(user perms(u)) is not included in Init Roles then
4. Init Roles = Init Roles ∪ {perm roles(user perms(u))};
5. c = {u}, count users(c) = 1;
6. count unvistedperms(c) = |user perms(c)|;
7. C = C ∪ {c};
8. else
9. c = c ∪ {u}, count users(c)++;
10. end if
11. Sort the clusters in C according to count unvistedperms(c) in descending order;
12. end for

Then, we present the generation process in Algorithm 1.
In Algorithm 1, we first create and initialize two sets in line 1: Init Roles and C, which

are used to store initial roles and cluster users, respectively. Next, different users with
the same permission assignments are grouped into cluster c, and new roles are generated
and then inserted into Init Roles in lines 4-9. Also, the number of users in the cluster
and that of the uncovered permissions are identified in the iteration process.

Example 3.1. Consider a matrix UPAoriginal of original user-permission assignments,
which comprises 15 users and 4 permissions as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The UPAoriginal

p1 p2 p3 p4
u1 0 0 0 0
u2 1 1 0 1
u3 0 1 1 0
u4 1 1 0 1
u5 1 1 0 1
u6 0 1 1 1
u7 0 1 1 1
u8 0 1 1 0
u9 0 1 1 0
u10 0 0 0 1
u11 0 0 0 1
u12 0 0 0 0
u13 1 1 0 1
u14 1 1 0 1
u15 0 1 1 1

According to the descending order of the permissions that are associated with users,
we can obtain the sorted matrix UPAsorted with respect to matrix UPAoriginal, as shown
in Table 2. As a result, it is easy to derive the corresponding matrix CPAcluster of cluster-
permission assignments, as well as tuples of the clusters according to Algorithm 1 as
shown in Tables 3 and 4.
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Table 2. The UPAsorted

p1 p2 p4 p3
u2 1 1 1 0
u4 1 1 1 0
u5 1 1 1 0
u13 1 1 1 0
u14 1 1 1 0
u6 0 1 1 1
u7 0 1 1 1
u15 0 1 1 1
u3 0 1 0 1
u8 0 1 0 1
u9 0 1 0 1
u10 0 0 1 0
u11 0 0 1 0

Table 3. The CPAcluster

p1 p2 p4 p3
c1 1 1 1 0
c2 0 1 1 1
c3 0 1 0 1
c4 0 0 1 0

Table 4. Four tuples of the clusters

User cluster (c)
Initial roles

(Initial Roles(c))

Original user number

(count users(c))

Unvisited

permission number

(count unperms(c))

c1 = {u2, u4, u5, u13, u14} {p1, p2, p4} 5 3

c2 = {u6, u7, u15} {p2, p3, p4} 3 3

c3 = {u3, u8, u9} {p2, p3} 3 2

c4 = {u10, u11} {p4} 2 1

3.2. Constrained role mining with MEPC. To discover optimal roles, according to
the cluster tuples generated by Algorithm 1, we present the process of the role mining for
a given MEPC mepc < {p1, p2, . . . , pm}, t > in Algorithm 2.

In Algorithm 2, we first create and initialize several variables in lines 1-4, including
Optim Roles, maxcount users, cand cluster, and C ′. For each cluster in C ′, we calculate
the number of derived users from the cluster hierarchies, and then identify the candidate
cluster and its maximal number of users in lines 5-15. Lines 16 and 17 update the
Optim Roles, and remove the candidate clusters. Next, for each cluster, we remove the
permissions assigned to cand cluster, which are covered by other clusters, and remove the
clusters of which all the permissions have been covered from C ′ (lines 18-27).

Example 3.2. Based on the results of Example 3.1, consider the constraint and set thresh-
old t = 3.
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Algorithm 2. Role mining with MEPC.
Input: set C of user clusters, constraint threshold t
Output: optimized role set Optim Roles
1. Create and initialize Optim Roles = Φ;
2. Create and initialize maxcount users = 0, which represents the maximal number of

users included in a cluster;
3. Create and initialize cand cluster = Φ, which represents the cluster involving the

maximal number of users;
4. Create and initialize a temporary cluster set C ′ = C;
5. while C ′! = Φ do
6. for (each ci in C

′) ∧(count unvistedperms(ci) ≤ t) do
7. for each cj in C

′\{ci} do
8. if user perms(ci) ⊆ user perms(cj) then
9. count users(ci)+ = count users(cj);
10. end if
11. if maxcount users < count users(ci) then
12. maxcount users = count users(ci);
13. cand cluster = ci;
14. end if
15. end for
16. Optim Roles = Optim Roles ∪ perm roles(user perms(cand cluster));
17. C ′ = C\{cand cluster};
18. for (each ck in C ′) ∧ (user perms(cand cluster) ⊆ user perms(ck)) do
19. for each p in user perms(cand cluster) do
20. user perms(ck) = user perms(ck)\{p};
21. count unvistedperms(ck)−−;
22. end for
23. if count unvistedperms(ck) == 0 then
24. C ′ = C\{ck};
25. end if
26. end for
27. end for
28. Sort the clusters in C ′ according to count unvistedperms(c) in descending order;
29. end while

Table 5. The mining process

Step
Maximal number of users

(maxcount users)

Candidate cluster

(cand cluster)

Mining roles

(Optim Roles)
Updated C ′

1 2 + 3 + 5 = 10 c4 {p4} {c2, c3, c1}
2 3 + 3 = 6 c3 (or c2) {p2, p3} {c1}

3 (stop) 5 c1 {p1, p2} Φ

We repeatedly call Algorithm 2, and present the mining process in Table 5. As a re-
sult, the optimal role set Optim Roles = {{p4}, {p2, p3}, {p1, p2}}, and the role-permission
assignments are shown in Table 6, which can satisfy the constraints MEPC.

3.3. Role-engineering optimization with PRCC. To further satisfy the constraint
requirements for user clusters in RBAC systems while enhancing the interpretation of
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Table 6. The role-permission assignments

p1 p2 p3 p4
r1 0 0 0 1
r2 0 1 1 0
r3 1 1 0 0

the mining results, the PRCC should be taken into consideration in the role engineer-
ing. Specifically, the unconstrained mining results are checked to identify whether they
violate the given permission-to-role cardinality constraints. If there are no constraint vi-
olations, they are regarded as efficient solutions. First, we present the definition of the
role-engineering optimization problem as follows.

Definition 3.2. (Role-engineering optimization problem) Given a matrix CPAn×m of
cluster-permission assignments, the preprocessed results CRA and RPA matrices, and a
particular threshold MRCpermission, find an optimal set Optim Roles of roles, such that the
CRA and RPA are consistent with the CPA, the number of roles to which any permission
can be assigned is less than or equal to MRCpermission, and the number of the optimal roles
is minimum. This process can be formalized as follows:

min |Optim Roles|
CRA⊗ RPA = CPA∑
j

RPA[j][t] ≤ MRC permission ≤ |Optim Roles|, ∀t ∈ [1,m]
(5)

According to Definition 3.2, in order to satisfy the role-engineering optimization in the
presence of PRCC, we present the optimization process in Algorithm 3.

In Algorithm 3, we first define two functions in line 1: count perm roles(p) and count
role perms(r). Line 2 aims to construct the initial matrices CRA and RPA from the given
CPA and the Optim Roles from Algorithm 2. Line 3 determines whether the number
of roles to which any permission is assigned exceeds MRC permission. For each violat-
ing permission p, k number of roles is represented by calculating (count perm roles(p) −
(MRCpermission − 1)) in line 4, and the top k roles that possess the maximum number of
permissions are chosen to constitute set S in line 5. We intersect the permissions of all
the k roles into set PS, and assign PS to the newly created role while retaining the other
(MRCpermission − 1) roles related to permission p (lines 6 and 7). Then, the new role is
inserted into the CRA and RPA. We update matrices CRA and RPA based on the new
role in lines 8-22. As a result, the PRCC is satisfied with a possible reduction in the
number of roles related to the violating permission, because the newly created role is used
instead of the k roles that need to be intersected.

4. Analysis of Soundness and Completeness.

4.1. Soundness of the constraint deployments. The processes of the role mining
and optimization are implemented by utilizing permission-oriented mutually exclusive
constraints and cardinality constraints, and it is convenient and feasible to derive opti-
mal roles satisfying the constraint requirements from the bottom permission assignments.
With the increasing development and comprehensive application for information technol-
ogy, the security of RBAC systems has gained more and more attention in recent years,
while it is influenced by the enforcement of the role-mining methods. The role result
depends on the setting of mutually exclusive constraints, and different mining results
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Algorithm 3. Role-engineering optimization with PRCC.
Input: matrix CPA, optimized role set Optim Roles, and constraint threshold MRC permission

Output: optimized matrices CRA and RPA
1. Create and identify count perm roles(p) and count role perms(r), which represent the

number of roles related to permission p, and that of permissions assigned to role r,
respectively;

2. Utilize the methods of Fast Miner and Boolean matrix decomposition to construct the
initial matrices CRA and RPA from the given CPA and Optim Roles, such that CRA⊗
RPA = CPA;

3. while (∃p ∈ P : count perm roles(p) > MRCpermission) do
4. k = count perm roles(p)− (MRCpermission − 1);
5. Choose the top k roles from p with the highest count role perms(r) values to constitute

a temporary set S;
6. Intersect the permissions of all the roles in S, and denote the intersection as set PS ;
7. Create a new role rnr such that, role perms(rnr) = PS ;
8. for each ui in C do
9. if user roles(ci) ⊇ rnr then

10. CRA[i][nr] = 1;
11. else
12. CRA[i][nr] = 0;
13. end if
14. end for
15. for each rj in S do
16. if ∀pt ∈ PS : RPA[j][t] == 1 then
17. ∀pt ∈ PS : RPA[j][t] = 0;
18. RPA[nr][t] = 1;
19. else
20. RPA[nr][t] = 0;
21. end if
22. end for
23. Update count perm roles(p) and count role perms(r);
24. end while

perhaps breach the system security. The PSOD is widely regarded as a fundamental prin-
ciple in computer security, which can detect the roles that breach the security. Thus, it
is necessary to study how to deploy the MEPCs based on the PSOD in order to ensure
the system security.
First, we present the definition of the safety of the system status in the following.

Definition 4.1. (Safety of the system status, safepsod(γ)) Given an RBAC system status
γ and a k-n PSOD constraint psod = < {p1, p2, . . . , pn}, k >, if any (k − 1) roles cannot
have all the n permissions under γ, then γ is safe with respect to the psod, which is denoted
as safepsod(γ) = 1; otherwise, γ is unsafe with respect to the psod, which is denoted as
safepsod(γ) = 0. Let the set of different k-n PSOD constraints be ξ = {psod1, psod2, . . .};
if γ is safe with respect to each psodi, then γ is safe with respect to ξ, which is denoted as
safeξ(γ) = 1. Otherwise, γ is unsafe with respect to ξ, which is denoted as safeξ(γ) = 0.

The safety of the system status can be formally expressed as:

∀(r1, r2, . . . , rk−1) ∈ R : {p1, p2, . . . , pn} ̸⊂
k−1∪
i=1

role perms(ri) ⇒ safepsod(γ) = 1 (6)

Then,
∀psod i ∈ ξ : safepsodi(γ) = 1 ⇒ safeξ(γ) = 1 (7)
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Similarly, the unsafety of the system status can be formally expressed as:

∃{r1, r2, . . . , rk−1} ∈ R :
k−1∪
i=1

role perms(ri) ⊇ {p1, p2, . . . , pn} ⇒ safepsod(γ) = 0 (8)

Then,

∃psodi ∈ ξ : safepsodi(γ) = 0 ⇒ safeξ(γ) = 0 (9)

Statement 4.1. Given a system status γ and a PSOD constraint set ξ = {psod1, psod2,
. . .}, the process for verifying whether γ is safe with respect to ξ is in P .

Proof: We prove it through the following three steps: 1) identify role perms(r) for role
r under γ, 2) identify the number of the permissions of role perms(r) present in any psod,
which is denoted as s, and 3) compare s with k included in the psod. These steps can
be readily computed. If |R|, |P |, and |ξ| are used to represent the total number of roles,
permissions, and PSOD constraints, respectively, then the computational complexity for
verifying whether or not safeξ(γ) is true is O(|R| × |P | × |ξ|), which is polynomial time.
Thus, the verification process for enforcing the PSOD constraints is in P . �

Statement 4.2. Given a system status γ and a set of MEPC constraints, the process of
verifying whether γ is satisfied is also in P .

Proof: This verification is similar to that of Statement 4.1, and the detailed process is
omitted due to limited space. Here, the enforcement of the MEPC constraints under γ is
also available in polynomial time. �

Then, we present an approach for constructing t-m MEPC constraints as shown in
Algorithm 4, which takes a k-n PSOD constraint as input and outputs a set of MEPC
constraints that can implicitly enforce PSOD.

Algorithm 4. Construction of t-m MEPC constraints.

Input: k-n PSOD constraint psod =< {p1, p2, . . . , pn}, k >, where 2 ≤ k ≤ n

Output: set ψ of t-m MEPC constraints

1. Initialize ψ = ø;

2. if k == 2 then

3. ψ = {< {p1, p2, . . . , pn}, n >};
4. else if k == n then

5. ψ = {< {p1, p2, . . . , pn}, 2 >};
6. else

7. for t = 2 to
⌊
n−1
k−1

⌋
+ 1 do

8. m = (k − 1)× (t− 1) + 1;

9. for any subset {p1, p2, . . . , p′m} in {p1, p2, . . . , pn} do

10. ψ = ψ ∪ {< {p1, p2, . . . , p′m}, t >};
11. end for

12. end for

13. end if

As observed from Algorithm 4, the third statement is presented as follows.

Statement 4.3. Given a permission set P , a t-m MEPC requirement and the optimized

role set Optim Roles in Algorithm 2, the system is safe if t ≤
(⌊

|P |−1
|Optim Roles|−1

⌋
+ 1

)
.
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Proof: According to the specifications of the MEPC and PSOD, any role is allowed to
possess (t−1) permissions at most, and then (|Optim Roles|−1) roles are allowed to possess
(|Optim Roles| − 1) × (t − 1) permissions at most. We use the method of contradiction

to prove it. Without a loss of generality, assume that t =
(⌊

|P |−1
|Optim Roles|−1

⌋
+ 1

)
+ 1, the

system is still safe, i.e., the number of permissions related to (|Optim Roles| − 1) roles is

(|Optim Roles| − 1) ×
(⌊

|P |−1
|Optim Roles|−1

⌋
+ 2− 1

)
≈ |P | − 1 + |Optim Roles| − 1 > |P |,

which breaches the PSOD constraint. Thus, the assumption is false. �
4.2. Completeness of the mining results. According to the optimal results of the
role mining and their associated user clusters, in order to avoid the repeated mining,
we need to remove the roles that have been derived in other clusters and update the
unvisited permissions in the clusters until all the permissions are visited. Owing to the
diversity of system resources and the variability of resource access, the conventional count-
ing methods that directly remove the permissions of clusters as shown in Algorithm 2,
seem to be complicated and cannot ensure the completeness of the mining results. The
two-dimensional Boolean matrix in computer science is an effective method to store and
represent a large-scale permissions assignment, which dynamically adjusts the unit values
of different matrices according to the mining roles until the values of all matrix units
are 0. Therefore, it is necessary to study how to calculate the number of the remaining
units with values of 1 in the matrix, in order to assist in identification of the number of
unvisited permissions.
To make sure the mining results cover all the permissions while ensuring the integrity of

the mining process, according to Algorithms 1 and 2, the method of determining whether
or not the permissions are visited, is presented in Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5. Identification of unvisited permissions.
Input: permission set P , cluster set C, optimized role or ∈ Optim Roles
Output: count unvistedperms(c) of Algorithm 2, where c ∈ C
1. According to the hash-mapping reverse rule, convert the cluster-permission assign-

ments into matrix CPAm×n, where m = |C|, and n = |P |;
2. for each row CPA[i] in CPAm×n do
3. Initialize count unvistedperms(c) = 0;
4. for each column CPA[j] in CPAm×n do
5. if (or ∈ perm roles(user perms(c))) ∧ (pj ∈ user perms(c)) then
6. CPA[i][j] = 0;
7. else
8. count unvistedperms(c)+ = CPA[i][j];
9. end if
10. end for
11. end for

5. Experiments and Analyses. In this section, we perform two groups of experiments
for the REO MEPC&PRCC. The first group of experiments is used to evaluate its per-
formance with respect to different constraint values. The second group is to compare
its performance with the existing methods. We consider four real-world datasets from
the work in [17], and adopt the mining tool RMiner [26] to evaluate the performance
of the unconstrained role mining. The original datasets also include the density of each
dataset and the number of the candidate role sets Cand Roles as shown in Table 7. All
experiments are implemented on a standard desktop PC with an Intel i5-7400 CPU, 4
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Table 7. The original datasets

Dataset |U | |P | |UPA| Density |Cand Roles|
Healthcare 1 46 315 1,486 10.3% 15

Domino 79 231 730 4% 20
Firewall 1 365 709 31,951 12.3% 69
Firewall 2 325 590 36,428 19% 10

GB RAM, and 160 GB hard disks, running a 128-bit Windows 10 operating system. All
simulations are compiled and executed under the Java environment.

5.1. Performance evaluations of the REO MEPC&PRCC. To evaluate the per-
formance of our method under the MEPC in the role mining process, we consider the
number of the mining roles Optim Roles as the evaluation criterion and the value of the
constraint t varies from 1 to |P |. We repeatedly implement the experiments 5 times, and
take their average values. The results are shown in Figures 2-5, where the lateral axis
represents the constraint value, and the vertical axis represents the number of roles.

Taking the dataset Healthcare 1 as an example for implementing the experiments,
Figure 2 shows that the number of roles tends to decrease as the value of t increases.
Specifically, when t = 2 (that is, the MEPC can be denoted as mepc < P, 1 >), 315
roles need to be developed, and each role includes only one permission, which is not
practical; when 2 < t < 6, the number of roles decreases remarkably from 48 to 18 with
the increasing value of t; when 6 ≤ t < 21, the number of roles decreases slightly from 18
to 14 with the increasing value of t; when t ≥ 21, it grows to be linearly as the value of
t increases. That is because, the less the value of t is, the stronger the constraints and
the more roles that satisfy the constraint requirements will be. The greater the value of
|Optim Roles| before the value of t reaches 6, the higher the redundancy of the mining
results. On the contrary, the greater the value of t, the weaker the constraints and the
fewer roles that satisfy the constraint requirements, especially the value of |Optim Roles|
decreases when the value of t exceeds 6, and then the redundancy of the mining results
becomes lower and lower. According to the analysis in Section 4.1, the system is unsecure
once t is too large, though the value of |Optim Roles| tends to be stable when t exceeds 21.
Thus, it is concluded that, the system is secure when t varies in [6, 21) and |Optim Roles|
varies in [14, 20) for the dataset Healthcare 1.

The performances of our method on the other three datasets are presented as shown in
Figures 3-5. Figure 3 shows that, when t ≥ 52, the number of roles first decreases slightly
and then grows to be linearly as the value of t increases. Figure 4 shows that, when t ≥ 5,
the number of roles first decreases slightly and then grows to be linearly as the value of

Figure 2. The mining results on Healthcare 1
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Figure 3. The mining results on Domino

Figure 4. The mining results on Firewall 1

Figure 5. The mining results on Firewall 2

Table 8. Comparison of the mining results

Dataset Enumeration method [13] REO MEPC&PRCC
Domino 674 [34, 40)

Healthcare 1 31 [14, 20)
Firewall 1 62 [20, 25)
Firewall 2 278 [66, 71)

t increases. Figure 5 shows that, when t ≥ 9, the number of roles first decreases slightly
and then grows to be linearly as the value of t increases. Similar to the analysis of Figure
2, it is concluded that, the system is secure when |Optim Roles| varies in [34, 40), [20, 25),
and [66, 71), respectively. Furthermore, it is observed from Table 8 that, the number of
the mining roles using the enumeration method is much greater than that of our method.
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5.2. Performance comparisons with the existing method. To further evaluate the
performance of our method under the PRCC in the role-engineering optimization process,
we implement the experiments on the datasets Domino and Healthcare 1 as shown in Table
7. The representative post-processing method [23] is used for the performance comparison
and the results with error bars are presented as shown in Figures 6 and 7, where the lateral
axis represents the MRC permission, and the vertical axis represents the number of roles.

Figure 6. Performance comparison on Domino

Figure 7. Performance comparison on Healthcare 1

It is observed from Figure 6 that, the number of roles decreases as MRC permission in-
creases for the REO MEPC&PRCC, which tends to be stable as MRC permission increases
to a certain value. Specifically, the number of roles does not obviously vary and remains
close to 20 when the value of MRC permission exceeds 8. A further observation is that
the number of roles first varies slightly and then increases significantly as MRC permission

decreases. That is because, the greater the value of MRC permission, the weaker the con-
straint and the more roles related to any permission. In other words, with a greater value
of MRC permission, regular roles are more applicable and can be utilized more frequently.
Thus, fewer irregular roles need to be created, and the number of roles does not vary
considerably. Similarly, it is observed from Figure 7 that, the number of roles also de-
creases as MRC user increases, which also tends to be stable and remains close to 15 when
MRC permission increases to a certain value.

Furthermore, it is observed from the figures that for the two methods, the number of the
optimized roles using our method is close to that of the post-processing method. Detailed
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analyses are not discussed in this paper as similar discussions have been presented in our
research work [27]. Therefore, our method is as effective as the post-processing method
for the Domino and Healthcare 1 datasets.

5.3. Advantages and shortcomings of the REO MEPC&PRCC. From the above
analyses, we find the REO MEPC&PRCC has the following main advantages.

1) In the preprocessing stage, it can reduce the mining scales and alleviate the manage-
ment burdens by adopting the four tuples of clusters to generate user clusters and
reconstruct the original access matrix.

2) In the constrained role-mining stage, it can implement role mining with the mutual-
ly exclusive permissions constraints, while ensuring system security and integrity by
utilizing the separation-of-duty constraint and the method of permissions covering.

3) In the role-engineering optimization stage, it can implement the optimization process
with the permission-to-role cardinality constraints by constructing an optimized RBAC
system.

Compared with the existing studies, the security features of the proposed method are
shown in Table 9, where a tick

√
indicates that the feature is available. It can be seen

from table that, however, our proposed method does not consider whether the other three
cardinality constraints can be satisfied.

Table 9. Comparison of security features

Feature
Blundo and

Cimato [20]

John

et al. [21]

Ma

et al. [22]

Harika

et al. [23]

Sarana

et al. [24]

Sun

et al. [25]

Proposed

method

PRCC
√ √ √

Other

cardinality

constraints

√ √ √

Mutually

exclusive

constraints

√ √ √

Separation

of duty

constraint

√ √ √

Reduction

of mining

scales

√ √

6. Conclusions. A novel role-engineering method, called REO MEPC&PRCC, was pro-
posed in this paper. We first converted the role mining problem into a clustering problem
by generating the four tuples of user clusters, and then reconstructed the original ac-
cess control matrix. Next, we implemented the role-engineering optimization using the
permission-oriented mutually exclusive constraints and cardinality constraints simultane-
ously, derived optimal roles, and constructed an optimized RBAC system. We also utilized
the separation-of-duty constraint and the method of permissions covering to ensure the
soundness and completeness of the optimization process. The experiments demonstrated
the effectiveness of the proposed method. However, a few interesting issues remain to be
solved. To further enhance the interpretability of mining results, one issue is to consider
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how to implement the other cardinality constraints or mutually exclusive constraints for
the role-engineering optimization in future work.
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